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Abstract: 
Some pregnancies are abnormal in human genetically and end with the spontaneous abortion, which is the most common 
problem of pregnancy. The recurrent abortions are often referred to as multifactorial disease that one of which is thrombosis. 
The thrombosis in placenta capillaries seems to disturb the blood circulation between the mother and the fetus and eventually 
lead to abortion. Recently, studies have shown that genetic basis for thrombophilia relates with recurrent abortion. The aim of 
this study is the survey of G1691A and G4070A mutations in the Factor V gene, -455G>A mutation in the gen of XIII factor, 
G103T mutation in Beta fibrinogen and A20210G mutation in the thrombin gene. The samples were collected from 60 patients 
referred to Tehran Imam Khomeini hospital .DNA was extracted from patients' blood samples by multiple PCR simultaneously 
containing different mutations were duplicated then the existence of mutation was evaluated by the strip technique. The genes 

mutation of G1691A in Factor V, G4070A in Factor V, G103T in Beta fibrinogen, -455G>A in the XIII factor and G20210A were 
identified 6.6%, 45%, 36%, 40% and 3.3% respectively. Studies on the other population showed that frequency of examined 
mutations varies with other communities. Anyway, more samples are required in order to obtain more accurate statistics related 
to the frequency of mutations.  
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INTRODUCTION: 
Spontaneous abortion is the spontaneous loss of 

pregnancy before embryo viability. Therefore, this 

term covers all the loss of pregnancy until the 24th 

week of pregnancy which occurs continuously or 
occasionally [1, 2 and 3]. Recurrent spontaneous 

abortion is often classified as a multifactorial 

diseases, in which various causes and factors play a 

role in its incident such as genetically, 

immunological, coagulation and thrombophilic, 

hormonal and anatomical [4]. Repeated abortion is 

classified into primary- secondary types. In the 

primary abortion happens several consecutive 

abortion and the secondary type begin successive 

abortion after a successful pregnancy [5, 6 and 7]. 

Immunological reactions play an important role in 

recurrent abortions. A current finding is concentrated 
on interaction between mother's immune system and 

embryonic antigens [8]. Blood coagulation factors 

during pregnancy play a significant role in 

occurrence of repeated fetal abortion and hereditary 

thrombophilia is known as an agent for the recurrent 

abortion. During pregnancy, it occurs pre-coagulation 

naturally for increasing coagulation pre-factor and 

decreasing the level of anticoagulation agents. Also, 

thrombosis in placenta capillaries is caused disorder 

in blood circulation between mother and fetus, 

ultimately leading to abortion [9, 10 and 11]. 
Thrombin regulates conversion of fibrinogen to fibrin 

which is the main component of blood clot. 

Thrombin also activates blood coagulation factors as 

V, VIII, XI and XIII factors (3 from 5). In addition to 

the central role in blood Pcoagulation cascade, 

thrombin leads to create inflammatory responses 

regulated by receptor, cell proliferation and apoptosis 

[12, 13 and 14]. Resistant of factor V to degradation 

as a genetic risk factor with other environment risk 

factors increases the likelihood of the venous blood 

clots. Some studies reported that over 95% APC 

resistance was due to mutation of Factor V Leiden 
[15, 16 and 17]. The Factor V Leiden causes 

increasing in abortion and end of pregnancy 2 to 3 

times. Coagulation factor XIII is a proenzyme that 

has transglutaminase property. This factor acts on the 

last part of the coagulation cascade and fibrin clot 

without covalent bonds is converted to fibrin clot by 

the enzyme. Recurrent abortion is often referred to a 

multifactorial disease one of which is thrombosis. 

Thrombosis in placenta capillaries seems to cause 

disordering in the blood circulation between mother 

and fetus, finally lead to abortion. Recently, studies 
have known that existence of genetic basis in 

thrombophilic related to recurrent abortion [18, 19 

and 20]. The goal of this study is the survey 

mutations of G1691A and G4070A in factor V gene, 

-455G>A in factor XIII gene, G103T in Beta 

fibrinogen gene and A20210G in thrombin gene.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS: 

The present study is case series study and was 
performed for surveying mutations of Beta fibrinogen 

gene (FGB) and Factor V Leiden (FV), factor XIII 

and factor II (prothrombin) on the patients referred to 

genetic section of Imam Khomeini hospital with 

recurrent abortion along with normal karyotype. For 

this purpose, sampling was done from 60 patients 

with a range of 20 to 38 years old in 18 months. Each 

of the patients had at least one spontaneous abortion.  

 

DNA Extraction from Blood Samples and 

Determining Concentration 

DNA extraction was done using saturated salt 
method. It was used NanoDrop device for 

determining quantity and quality of extracted DNA. 

After the blanking device, DNA absorption was read 

just with 2 microliter from extracted DNA. Quantity 

and quality of extracted DNA was found by the data 

from NanoDrop device. Most of extracted samples 

had absorption over 500 ng/ul and must be diluted for 

using in genetic analysis such as PCR.  

 

Multiplex PCR 

Multiplex PCR are used to reproduce multiple 
regions of the genome simultaneously. In this method 

of PCR is used to various primers for proliferation of 

the genome different parts with various sizes in a 

single PCR mixture. In order to the size of 

proliferating parts is very close together, so it isn't 

possible to separate segments on the gel and to ensure 

the replication of segments by agarose gel. Therefore, 

polyacrylamide was used to confirm the replication 

of segments.  

 

Strip Assay  

Strip technique is a simple way for simultaneous 
checking several risk factors in a disease. It was used 

CVD Strip Assay for identification of several various 

mutations in different genes that are the risk factor of 

heart disease. ViennaLab CVD Strip Assay is capable 

to identify various mutations in the desired genes. 

ViennaLab CVD Strip Assay function is biotinized 

based on reverse hybridization of PCR products. 

Special probes of various variant and controls are 

hybrid with PCR product. It is used labeled 

oligonucleotides on Strip test and the results are 

detectable by the enzymatic color reactions with the 
naked eyes.  

 

RESULTS: 

In this research, mutation of Beta fibrinogen genes, 

factor XIII, factor II and mutation of factor V Leiden 
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in people with spontaneous recurrent abortion was 

investigated by Strip technique. After analyzing the 

results, these mutations were identified in various 

patients. Some patients only carry one and some 

patient had multiple mutations. In this project, special 
mutations in genes of factor V, factor XIII, 

prothrombin and Beta fibrinogen was surveyed. After 

analyzing the results, mutations in people were 31 

subjects in Factor V gene (27 mutation of G4070A 

and 4 mutation of G1691A), 2 mutation of G20210A 

in prothrombin, 22 mutation of G103T in Factor XIII 

and 22 mutation of -455G>A in Beta fibrinogen gene 
(Figure 1 - 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: Confirmation of amplification by polyacrylamide gel. As indicated in the gel, various bands amplified 

for different segments are separated well. Lane 1: ladder 50 for identification of amplified segments. Lane 2: 

Strip T for surveying the mutation in the genes of FXIII, PT, FV. Lane 3: Strip A for checking the mutation 

in Beta fibrinogen. 

 

Frequency    

)%( 

Mutations in 

alleles 

Alleles Protein 

mutations 

Nucleotide 

mutations 

Gene 

3/3 4 120 Arg506Gln G1691A Factor V 

25/2 27 120 His1299Arg A4070G Factor V 

16/2 26 120 Val34Leu G103T XIII Factor 

6/1 2 120 ------------ G20210A Protromobin 

83/1 22 120 ------------ -455G>A Beta 

fibrinogen 

 

Fig 2: Frequency of mutations in Alleles  
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People with Mutation in a Gene 

After the strip method, some of the patients had 

mutation in a gene. Of the total 60 patients, 28 

patients carried mutation in one gene. Of the 28 

patients who had mutation in a gene, 10 patients had 
mutation of V34L in the factor XIII gene, one of 

which was homozygote and the other was 

heterozygote. 5 patients had mutation of -455G>A in 

the Beta fibrinogen gene and 13 patients carried 

mutation of H1299R in the factor V gene.  

 

People with Mutation in Several Genes 

After reviewing the results, it was found that some 

patients carry a mutation in more than one gene. A 

disease with a distinct hereditary pattern may create 

due to a mutation in more than one gene; this 

phenomenon is called heterogeneity of the genetic 
location. In the current research, 23 out of 60 studied 

patients had mutation in several genes. Of these 

patients, 22 patients were mutated heterozygote in 

different genes and just 1 in mutant in factor XIII was 

homozygote, mutation in Beta fibrinogen was 

heterozygote.  

 

People with Two Mutations in a Gene 

The heterogeneity also occurs at the allele level and it 

was identified as mutation heterogeneity. There are 

people who have two different mutations in a genetic 
location, they are called compound heterozygote. In 

the research, after the tests, one of the patients who 

was compound heterozygote and had two mutations 

of G1691A and H1299R in factor V gene was 

identified.  

 

DISCUSSION:  

Studies that were done by Reznikoff et al at in France 

in 2001, the frequency of factor V Leiden mutation 

was evaluated on 260 women with a history of 

spontaneous recurrent abortion. After analyzing, 

mutation of Factor V Leiden was detected in 10.38 % 
of the studied patients which didn't confirm to the 

present study [21]. Another study in 2002, the 

frequency of factor V Leiden was investigated by 

Sumreen Kashif in Pakistan and it was identified 

mutation of factor V Leiden in 5% (3 out of 56 

patients)[22]. Reviews were done for identification of 

factor V Leiden mutation by Ekim et al in Turkey. 

The studied population included 90 people, 42 men 

and 48 women. Mutation of factor V Leiden had 

higher frequency in men than women; the frequency 

was 23.8% in men and 12.5% in women [23]. In the 
present research was detected mutation of factor V 

Leiden in 6.6% of patients, which differs from the 

frequency of mutations in other populations. All 

patients carrying the mutation of factor V Leiden 

were heterozygote. The allele frequency was 3.3% 

for the allele of factor V Leiden that differs with 

allele frequency in population of France, Pakistan, 

Britain and Turkey. This difference is less with 

Pakistan and the reason of the difference with the 

other population included France may be due to the 
difference in the number of examined samples. Zaher 

K. Otrock et al was studied the frequency of A4050G 

polymorphism in Lebanon. The studied population 

consisted 73 patients with VTE1 and 125 normal 

people. A4070 polymorphism had 16.4% prevalence 

in the patients. Also, in the study of Yensso et al that 

was done in Turkey in 2010, the FXIII G103T 

heterozygote genotype was higher than the control 

group in the women with recurrent abortion 

significantly. In contrast, some studies have rejected 

the relationship between the factor and recurrent 

abortion including the study of Dosenbakh Glaninger 
et al in Australia in 2003, Baronoza et al in Brazil in 

2008. A4070G polymorphism is related to increased 

risk of vascular thrombosis [24]. The frequency of 

A4070G polymorphism differs in various 

populations. The observed frequency of the 

polymorphism in patients with vascular thrombosis 

has been reported 7.8% to 18.5% in different 

population. The polymorphism frequency also has 

been reported 8.1% to 12.1% in normal people in 

various societies [25]. In this research, A4070G 

polymorphism was identified in 27 patients (45%) 
which all people had heterozygote mutation. The 

observed allele frequency was 0.225 for allele G in 

studied population is more than the allele frequency 

for the other societies. In the study that was done in 

Lids, the mutations of factor XIII gene was surveyed 

in 6 patients. All patients suffered from bleeding 

problems. In the study, all exogenous of factor XIII 

gene was sequenced and identified 10 various 

mutations in the patients. For the first in this study, 

the G103T mutation in exogenous 2 factors XIII was 

reported in one of the patients. It was detected the 

G103T mutation in 24 patients that 22 patients were 
heterozygote and 2 homozygote. 40% of the surveyed 

patients carried G103T mutation and the allele 

frequency was 0.433 for the mutant allele. The study 

was done in Turkey; the A20210 mutation was 

evaluated in 90 people who had no family 

relationship together. The studied population 

included 42 men and 48 women with a range of 17 to 

78 years old. After analyzing, it was found that 2 

people had heterozygote A20210 mutation. In fact, 

mutation of A20210 existed in 0.022 of the 

investigated subjects [23]. In a research, the 
frequency of A20210 mutation of prothrombin gene 

was evaluated in 110 people in Lebanon. The reviews 

showed that there are the mutations in 13.6% patients 

with history of spontaneous recurrent abortion and in 

2.99% normal subjects that all people were 

https://mail-attachment.googleusercontent.com/attachment/u/0/?view=att&th=15e807a5f616fb64&attid=0.1&disp=vah&realattid=file0&safe=1&zw&saddbat=ANGjdJ9u05Z9j0eBDm7xwopZjxlHQId-Ueme0gjX6I3bUTsKvBqWFktGsFo0cOquLDyp-tHqXnWTa9iNUpP5k7DKiWjdWKebjX4WnV_ZJpbhz5xzvl7_BWhnwySxpzytleukYb24XDBRaLWMX81A-WXuQH8qtx1B3gsbVtQwkaeRAzCqq9WSNlAVHKpCb04iQ4GVka9H_9ez2teQnGvqeLjHwp1TlvkGnBj-LYjkCeYn2L1Ukh2mXk81NMBoqReenJNjmLqHEKjHQF68QBmycfqTVns6Th2P3OyQQ63z_AJ2-I29ifGRgmuQf3j4_yXojYHxVTOHjFGKFr7hiGSQ7q9QaH2W50jQDE12srjs_X65eH682wl4XktZ4W88wfwgdzjywufiNEWMRE9x0aZL7_WqFU4WxdJpDqLLuuaEbqaUJL_Q7YHK8zHL_lLPi0fnai4_AgwXtKNM-WYATCZS6ZGEQ7oIa6DGuvmV18_213KuqOyCJuKP37TUDVJvrs_wiGvgLAmOQPzQvjoVTJ9PDwNlOwduPtNRt-9Oe2CIeOT-fdUZrtnMdglHhLAQ5wArExIk_dbGy5GJ6ZE4CsSNwiFN1EHPr6RN06rIIrBe3w#0.1_footnote1
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heterozygote. Based on the statistics obtained from 

the research was found that the A20210 mutation 

increases the risk of spontaneous abortion in women 

who are carrier of this mutation [26]. It was found 

A20210 mutation in 3.3% of the patients with 
spontaneous abortion. In fact, only 2 out of 60 

patients had heterozygote mutation. The frequency of 

A20210 mutation observed in the studied population 

differed from the mutation frequency in other 

societies such as Turkey and Lebanon. In this 

research that 60 subjects was evaluated, it was 

identified nucleotide change in -455G>A mutation 

that all of them were heterozygote. The allele 

frequency observed for allele A was 1.83% in the 

studied population that was higher than allele 

frequency in Asian East countries and less than 

Lebanon, Greece and Lebanon.  

 

CONCLUSION:  

The results of the researches indicated that 

FVG4070A polymorphism has been the highest 

prevalence among the examined people. Also, the 

prevalence rate was different in the other mutations. 

Since the incidence of recurrent abortion has many 

destructive psychological and physical effects on the 

subjects, identification of agents that cause recurrent 

abortion is significant important to evaluation and 

presenting experimental tests for identifying the 
reason of the abortion and ultimately providing 

correct counseling to help couple involved. In order 

to the number of the samples in recent study to obtain 

more accurate statistic on the mutation frequency, it 

is suggested that more samples be evaluated in 

Iranian population.  
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